University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Work Group for Undergraduate Advising (WGUA)

MINUTES

September 10, 2015 – 3 to 4:30pm
Chapman 211

Call to order at 3:07pm

Present: Jen Hayes, Robin Jens, Kay Eilers, Brian Hinshaw, Gesele Durham, Jennifer DeRoche, Scott Emmons, Rob Smith, Louis Molina, Phyllis King, Hope Longwell-Grice
Excused: Warren Scherer, Rodney Swain

1. Review the revised recommendations draft
   a. Brian and Jennifer are attending ASALC next week to talk about the pre-professional intended major designation recommendation.
   b. Discussed structure for how/where exploring students are advised.
   c. Discussed meta-major concept and how these could support exploring students.

2. Reviewed survey draft
   a. Made revisions to undecided/exploring students survey
   b. Survey will launch the week of September 14th

3. Timeline moving forward
   a. Open forum schedule and facilitators
      i. Seeking one additional facilitator for September 22nd at 2:30pm

4. Assignment of tasks for next meeting
   a. October 5th – Tentative presentation to CEMAT with recommendations

Meeting adjourned at 4:19pm

Next Meeting: Thursday, September 17 from 3 to 4:30pm in Chapman 211